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making the SSA more flexible and cross-trained in areas that allow better telescope coverage. Each SSA works about
one five-night shift of operations per month, with the remainder of the monthly work time devoted to other projects
at sea level. These projects can include instrument commissioning, instrument calibrations, software testing, scripting,
serving as the technical assessment secretary, miscellaneous engineering tasks, and data analysis. This model provides
more challenges for the SSA while improving expertise in telescope operations and systems. SSA positions have also led
to many new opportunities at Gemini (see article starting on page 98 of this issue by Brain Walls, who began as an SSA
and is now a Systems Engineer).
Gemini Science Archive
Like most aspects of science operations, Gemini’s emphasis on queue scheduling has a trickle-down effect on other
operational elements (see previous sections in this article on Targets of Opportunity and the System Support Associate
model). This is especially true for the system established to distribute data to our users. Because none of our users are
generally present when their data is obtained in the very dynamic queue mode, it is of paramount importance to make
that data available to a principal investigator (PI) quickly and efficiently.
The Gemini Science Archive (GSA) is a system run from the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC) at the
Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics in Victoria, British Columbia. The CADC archives data for a host of astronomical
facilities, including Hubble Space Telescope, Canada-France-Hawai‘i Telescope, and the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (among many others), and is also home to the Canadian Virtual Observatory. The arrangement is a model for
reciprocal agreements with Gemini’s partner countries, bringing the strengths of partner resources to the direct benefit
of our users around the globe.
Once a PI’s data have been obtained, it is immediately uploaded to the GSA and available “literally within minutes,”
according to Gemini’s Data Analyst Michael Hoenig. At that time, the PI is notified of the data’s availability via e-mail
so it can also be accessed on the GSA website using a unique ID and password. Generally, the PI has an 18-month
proprietary period in which he or she maintains exclusive rights to the data for analysis and publication. See Figure 3
for a comparison of users of the GSA compared to other observatories with data archives.
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